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L INTRODUCTION

‘T\vorelated kej issues in intertia] confinement fusion (ICF) research ,ire the

uniform ity anti integrity of the irradiated spherical targets during surface

heating and collapse. This is particularly important for the direct-drive

approach, where the surface ablation and acceleration is achieved directly

the focused driving beams. Even small mass or density nonuniformities

between layers undergoing mutual acceleration can be greatly amplified

from

accord ing to Rayleigh-Taylorl hyci rocly namic instabilities or, when shock-

accelerateci, by Richtmyer-Meshkov2 instabilities. Either can lead to pellet

breakup prior to ignition. Great care is normaliy applied to forming targets of

smooth surfaces. To avoid the imprinting of non-uniformities from the driving

beam, considerable efforts are invested towards creating beams with irradiance

uniform ity within 1.% variation or better on the target surface.

Design and numerical modeling usually are based upon the sudden heating

of the target by the driving beam. Hence, any premature surface ablation that

takes place prior to the onset of the main driving beam due to significant

undesirable energy deposition could lead to a premature slow expansion of the

ablator with an enlargement of surface area and decrease in density of the

absorber, i.e., to a 10SS of target integrity. (This is separate from an early “foot”

sometimes added prior to the beginning of the laser pulse, with a smoothness

comparable to that of the main beam.) If not completely uniform, such a

preheating could lead to the imprinting of auxiliary mass uniformities and hence

instabilities. In the case of cryogenic targets (e.g., frozen deuteriurn), it could

result in premature sublimation and interior cracking. Therefore, a large effort

in laser design involves an enhancement of contrast, i.e., a ratio of iaser-to-
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prepulse irradiance of perhaps five to six orders of magnitude. With laser

drivers operating at a fundamental wavelength in the infrared and frequency

unconverted into the ultraviolet, such contrasts are enhanced by a strong

dependence of the conversion efficiency upon irradiance.

Such contrasts are routinely checked in laser beam design and development.

However, when tens-to-hundreds of beams are involved in irradiating spherical

ICF targets, it becomes impractical to routinely monitor the contrast for each

beam for all wavelengths present. Instead, it becomes more prudent and

n’eaningful to monitor emission arising from the target prior to the onset of the

laser pulse as well as during the pulse to measure the contrast in deposited

energy. A simple monitor of reflected light from the target surface at the laser

wavelengths involved during the preheat period is a first approach; and indeed

such preliminary results provide support for our interpretations. More

definitive are time-resolved spectroscopic measurements which relate the

emission to a specifically-identified target material (or materials in the case of

layered coatings of varying substances). In this paper we describe such extreme-

ultraviolet (euv) spectroscopic measurements of both emission and absorption

from the preheating of multilayered coated spherical targets on the OMEGA

laser-fusion system4 at the University of Rochester Laboratory for Laser

Energetic (LLE). The techniques and interpretations described can be applied

to other existing and future facilities.

IL EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out between May 1998 and April 1999 in three

campaigns. The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 1. Fifty-nine beams from
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the “main” Onle:ga laser systen~ constitukeci the main-laser pulse at a wavelen~th

O( 351 nm, ~iith a combineci enersi~ of 20 kJ on target in a ‘1 ns Gaussian pulse.

Tl]e bea nw were d irectecl into the vacuum chamber of 3.3-n~ Ciianleter and

focused onto a spherical target of nomina[ overall diameter 940 pm, resulting in

a peak irraciiance of -2x-101~ W/cn~2. Beam uniformity was provided bv a

combination of smoothing by spectral dispersion as well as bv the use of

distributed phase plates. Po{ymer microballoon targets of 20-ym wall thickness

were filled with neoi~ to a pressure of 10 atm, including a 10% admixture of

argon as a tracer. A thin coating of aluminum (0.03-yn~ thick in May 199S and

earlier, reduced to 0.0125-pm thereafter) was applied to the surface to help retain

the gas. An additional laser shinethrough barrier {typically 0.1 pm of

aiuminum) was not applied. Instead, a thicker (2 or 4 ym) outer coating of

magnesium was added over the thin aluminum layer to form a tamper layer,

also useful for spectroscopic diagnostics.

The euv diagnostics consisted of two l-m grazing-incidence flat-field

spectrographs covering the 30-300 ~ range with a spectral resolution of 0.1 ~.

Boti~ were equipped with a spherical collecting mirror near the slit. One of

these was always equipped with a gateci (<1. ns) four-stripiine microchannel

plate (MCP) for time-resolution, followed by photographic recording. Cables

from these strips (of varying lengths to provide time delays) were properly

matched and terminated at the MCP output to minimize pulse reflections. One

of the spectrographs was mounted on the outside of the vacuum chamber with

the collecting mirror at a distance of 210 cm from the target. The other

spectrograph was mounted on a standard re-entrant platform (“TIM” in Fig. 1),

with the collecting mirror 28 cm from the target for enhanced sensitivity. The

use of such highly-selective (in wavelength) spectrographs was essentia

4
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discriminate against extraneous radiation when measuring large intensity ratios

between the preheat and main phases of the event. In contrast, simpler thin-

metal bandpass-filtered euv detectors alone can transmit x-rays freely above a

certain photon energy at the high temperatures encountered in the main laser-

plasma event; while only measuring euv emission in a cooler preheater phase.

This can result in a large underestimate of the relative preheat euv emission.

We also had available at LLE a soft x-ray, 100-cm radius, convex-curved

crystal (KAP) spectrograph set to measure some of the magnesium and

alt.minum hydrogenic (Mg XII, Al XIII) and helium-like (Mg XI, Al XII)

resonance lines in the 6.4-8.6 ~ (1.4-1.9 keV) range. This instrument was

equipped with a streak camera and photographic readout for temporal

resolution. Since this spectrograph is slitless, the spectral resolution is source-

size limited; this feature provided a measure of the spatial extent of the plasma,

as determined from the spectral line widths. Also fielded were various LLE-

provided x-ray imaging cameras with varying degrees of filtration, and

operating in both the time-resolved and time-integrated

111.OBSERVATIONS

modes.

The first evidence of significant preheating of the target arose following the

first two shots taken in May 1998, i.e., in a rather sudden change of events that

continued throughout that campaign. On those first two shots (both at -14 %

lower energy than for the shots that followed), the temporal evolution shown in

the x-ray streak spectral data was typical of those obtained in previous

campaigns, in that intense and narrow magnesium resonance spectral lines

arising from the heating of the outer layer preceded in time those from the thin
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ia uminum i lner layer. Such a t.ime-resolveci spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 and is

consiciereci “norn~al”r such as we haci observed during several previous

canlpai~ns at LLE. The magnesiunl spectral lines are more intense than those

fronl a]u rninunl beta use of the nluch thicker coating of the fornler. Resonance

series lines up to n=5 (transitioning to n=l) are distinct for both helium-like and

hycirogenic magnesium. The narrowest aluminun~ and (initial) magnesium lines

corresponds to -1 mm at the target, i.e., approximately the original target size.

In stark contrast to the first two shots, data obtained similarly on the

succeeding 19 shots in this campaign showed broadened aluminum lines already

at the onset of the laser pulse, accompanied or followed by quite diffuse

(broadened) magnesium lines of less intensity. An example of such ail

“alternate” spectrunl is shown in Fig. 3. In such spectra, the magnesium lines

are expanded to the extent that series rnem hers abo~’e n=2 are barely’

distinguishable. The predominance of the aluminum lines indicates that most of

the magnesium has been vaporized and that the laser directly heats the

al uminunt undercoating. Hence, the al untinu m lines also become broadened

due to expansion.

The Mg XII n=2 to n=-l Lyman-cx line appears to be composed of two lines,

which is associated with an alreadv expanded shell of -4 mm diameter at the

onset of the main laser pulse, i.e., having experienced an -1.5-nmI radial

expansion of the surface during a preheat period of 10 ns (from the euv data

discussed below). This results in a radial expansion velocity of -1.5x107 cn~/see,

which is not unreasonable. This measured velocity agrees with numerical

modeling of the initial blowoff towards the laser, using the FAST radiation

transport hycirocodeb for spherica geometry, and assunling an overall
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preheating irradiance on target of 3x l(J12 W/cln2 (<ls i~lfkrre~i below lroIll tile eui

cidta).7 There is also experimental evi~ience of a narI-O\Vcentral iine, presum,ibly

frotn the tar~et surface, which in{iicdk that some 0( he coatings continue to be

relatively intact. This is also consistent both ~~’itl~late-~-inle data foiio}~~ins

compression and with modeling of the target surface area, as described below.

Also present (and not observed previously at all on more “normai” shots) at a

time of -0.7 ns after onset of the main pulse and persisting for -0.2 ns was the

K& line formed following innershell ionization in neutral (and slightil-ionized)

aluminum at a wavelength of 8.34 ~. This suggests the presence of fast

electrons often associated with instabilities, and perhaps target breakup in the

form of both hot spots and cold aluminum, since the Ku line is observed

concurrently with resonance lines of Al XII and A{ XIII. (A much weaker Klj line
o

at 7.96 A was also detected on one shot, adding confirmation to the identification

of the Km line.)

Coincident with the x-ray observations of an apparent preheating and

vaporization of the target coatings was the corresponding observation of early

euv spectra that included continuum as well as line emissions arising from n=3

to n=2 transitions, mostly of lithium-like Mg X spectra, but also of iess iiltense

helium-like and hyd rogenic Mg XI and XII spectra, respectively. The latter

emissions from the higher ionizatioil stages peaked at -10 ns before the onset of

the main laser pulse, giving way to Mg X (and lower) spectra in the last 5 ns.

(Similar emissions from the 70-times thinner aluminum layer are expected to be

much less intense, with some unfortunate wavelength overlaps, and are difficult

to distinguish.) AISO observed prior to the main laser pulse onset were carbon

lines, presumably arising from: (a) the microballoon surface following localized

penetration, (b) the target surface as contaminants, or (c) the 10-pm diameter
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suppor[in:g stalk. They showed a dominance of C 1’1 ol~er C V n=2 to n= I

resmna nce Iines.

Such preheating euv spectra features are illustrated in the temporal plot of
.

overall emission in the 100-200 A wavelength region, shown in Fig. 4 from

multiple shots during the May 1998 campaign, using four MCP gateci strip lines

for temporal resolution. This indicates a preheating euv emission of -0.7% of

that of the corresponding continuum spectrum observed during the main event.

This suggests a power flux deposited at the target of -3x1 0~2 W/cm2 in the

preheat period, which was used as input for the numerical modeling6 discussed

elsewhere here.

That an irraciiance of this magnitude couhd produce some Mg X1 and XII euv

emission is evidenced experimentally by a distinct x-ray streak spectiwm

obtained at the lowest irractiance used at LLE, namelv 7x101Z W/cmz.

Additionally, recent experiments at Darmstaci@ with a laser-irradiated

magnesium slab target produced an x-ray spectrum that included h4g XI and XII

at an irradiance as low as 1xl 012 W/cm2. (Again, one cannot rule out hot spots

as a source of radiation from these species, particu larlv when Kcl lines are

observed, as described above.) As with the x-ray streak spectra, the euv

preheating began on the third shot in the h4ay 1998 campaign, i.e., no euv

spectral emission was measured on the two striplines set for early timing on the

first two shots (the remaining two striplines timed later did record the main

event, which verified proper operation of the detector).

some sudden event after the first two shots, resulting in

This again suggests

target preheating.
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The C VI and Mg X spectral lines observed at the peak of the preheating

period shown in Fig. 4 signify an electron temperature of kTe~100-150 eV, which

again is consistent with numerical computations for the same pulse shapeg as

shown in Fig. 4 and using an overall target irradiance of 3x101L W/cmL, as

inferred above. Also, the calculations predict an expanding (towards the laser)

plasma consisting of ions dominated by charge states of Mg9+ (Li-like) and

MglO+ (He-like) at the peak of the preheating pulse. This accounts for the Li-like

rid-2p emission from recombination (as well as

emission in the He-like and H-like ions during

hot spo~s (as supported again by Kmemission).

predominantly Li-like Mg X spectral feature in

excitation). Excitation of line

this period most likely occurs in

A measured decline to a

the 4-5 ns prior to main laser

pulse onset is consistent with numerical predictions of a temperature drop to a

few 10’s of eV and charge states ranging from Mg6+ to Li-like Mg9+ during that

period. This is followed by a reheating of residual magnesium at maih laser

pulse onset, once again producing Mg XI and XII line emissions in a collapsing

plasma.

The numerical modeling of density, using the pulse in Fig. 4, also predicts at

least a partial breakdown in target integrity beginning at -3-4 ns after onset of

the preheat, followed by a heat wave flowing through the 20-~m thick

microballoon wall into the gas filling to a depth of -100 pm at the time of onset

of the main laser pulse. This breakup could be contributing to the decrease in

euv emission shown in Fig. 4 beginning at -8 ns prior to main laser onset.

However, a boundary between the CH and the magnesium also is predicted to

be somewhat sustained, along with some residual magnesium available for

reheating at main laser pulse onset, as observed. All modelingG~T predicts a

critical-density layer traveling inward during the preheating phase. Since this

9
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Iayer is at a density much less than that for a solid, it indicates once again that

surface material such as magnesium has expanded away.

That the weaker euv spectrum observed in the preheat period is not simply

later-time emission recorded by a weak secondary pulse to the MCP striplines

has been verified experimentally by the vast difference in the simple, few-line,

few-species spectra obtained at early times compared to a multi-line spectrum

from recombination to many species at the later times, including Ne VIII (Li-like)

2p-3d emission at 98 ~ from the core filling, not present in the preheated plasma.

Another distinct aspect of the late-time recombination spectra is a ratio of C VI to

C V resonance lines of order unity, signifying a temperature of kTe-75 eV, lower

than at the peak of the preheating phase as reported above. Hence, this

alternative explanation for the preheater spectra observed is first ruled out on

the basis of non-time-correlated spectral features. Furthermore, a measured ratio

of peak voltages between the secondary and primary pulses of -1/5 results in a

MCP gain ratio of 10-8, using a power-law gain dependencelo~ll on applied

stripline voltage V as strong as VII, thereby resulting in a negligible gain on the

secondary pulse.

A cause for this sudden onset of preheating could not be established at the

time of the May 1998 campaign. During the October 1998 campaign, which

included 21 shots, the anomalies in the x-ray streak spectral data were not

readily apparent. The euv preheat emission, while still present with the same

ionic species, was -1/4 of that measured in May. These data indicated that the

preheating effects had diminished somewhat, perhaps associated with improved

binding of the magnesium with the use of aluminum layers of less than one-half

the thickness.

10



A further understanding of the preheating mechanism at the target arose

from the third campaign, carried out in April 1999. For this limited series of 10

shots, the closer-in and hence more sensitive TIM-mounted euv spectrograph

was equipped with the time-gated MCP detector. Again, the aluminum inner

layer was thin (0.0125-pm). For this campaign, the 2-pm thick magnesium outer

layer was overcoated with 2 ~m of CH to provide additional tamping. Also,

some 2-~m thick LiF-coated targets (without CH overcoatings) were used. The

results to be described next were similar for all of these target designs.

The euv data in this campaign showed overall continuum emission during

the preheat phase equivalent to that from the October 1998 campaign.

Particularly obvious in this series of experiments were a number of absorption

features in the euv spectra during the preheating phase which were not present

during the main event. These are shown in the spectrum in Fig. 5. ‘This attests to

the “purity” of the euv continuum, i.e., not being an accumulation of higher

orders and scattered light of other wavelengths which would not have been

absorbed in these lines. The strongest and broadest absorption feature (at a

wavelength of 116 ~) matches a blend of the energieslz for photoionization from

the 2s innershell levels in neulxal aluminum as well as in All+ and Alz+ ions. In

addition, photoionization edgesls associated with valence electrons in Als+ to at

least A15+ match other narrower absorption features in the spectra, included in

Fig. 5. (That 2s-innershell absorption at 156 ~ did not appear for magnesium is

another indication that the magnesium coating vaporizes and expands at early

times in the preheat phase.)

11
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(lIw Illk’rprctatiol) of SUCh absorption features is that they arise from d

continuunl bdck:;roLIIILi formed at the front surface of the CI-I microballoon (the

balloon wall as Lien as the gaseous fill are opaque in this region, ruling out the

possibility of a redr-target-surface txicklighting, unless one invoiws major tar$et

breakup). The 0.0”1X-pm thick solid aluminum sealant layer is sell~i-t[-z~l~sp~~rei~t

(-25%) to the 351-nnl wavelength laser light,]~ while also being semi-opaque

(-40% absorption) at the at the x-ray edges.1~ As such, laser preheater light can

be transmitted through the thin aluminum layer to the outer surface of the

polymer target, generating a continuum backlighter, and forming the 2s

absorption feature in the aluminum layer. This liolds similarly for n=2

absorption in an aluminum plasma that might be formed such that the product

of density and thickness remains constant over a limited range. In addition, the

absorption features from multiple ionization stages could be arising from

different points on the target, and perhaps from varying thicknesses of the

aluminum layer, if it is not completely uniform in the case of hot spot formation.

Alternatively, or additionally, it is possible that the absorption is forming

along chords in the “Iimb” of the spherical shell of aluminum, rather than

through the layer itself. This would increase the absorption length by perhaps a

factor-of-l.O compared to that for absorption perpendicular to the layer. In this

scenario, the continuum backlighting could be arising from a heated coating, as

~7eJ1as the CH surface.

In campaigns that took place earlier than that of April 1999, only a close

examination of the October 1.998 data taken with the more remote spectrograph

showed a weak presence of the 2s-innershell absorption band. This marked

difference may have been a result of a different mounting position on the

12
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spherical t-ar~et chd m ber for Llle Apr I 1999 canlpai~n, being alnlosk opposite to

the earlier OIWS. This coulci be interpreted as an effect of certain selective beams

beins involved in the preheating, rather than all 59 uniformly. This could aiso

hale contributed to the backlighting and absorption along a chord.

Turning to the x-ray streak spectra obtained during this April 1999 campaign,

a very sensitive fresh CSI photocathode was in place on the x-ray streak

spectrograph for two shots. As such. the late-time spectra were very

overexposed. However, a close inspection of the films obtained indicate some

evidence of a low-intensity Mg XII Ly-(x line for approximately 1 ns prior to the

main pulse. The maximum preheater emission at -10 ns, expected from the euv

data, could not be detected on these two shots because of a limited sweep range,

and remains a topic for future experiments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The early-time spectrographic data presented here are consistent with a

numerical model of low-energy preheating in regions of sufficient energy

deposition in the target to produce Mg X (a.nclXI and XII in spots) spectra and

premature evaporation and subsequent expansion of the outer coating, along

with a loss of target integrity. Transmission of this beam through the thin

aluminum sealant layer leads to a preheating of the target surface, thereby

producing C V and VI emission along with a continuum that backlights the

aluminum and produces observed absorption features, either perpenclicul ar to

the layer surface or through chords in the shell, along the axis of view, or

perhaps both.

13



An obvious explanation for the target preheating is that there is a relatively

weak laser prepulse occurring at early times, if not from the ultraviolet (0.351

pm wavelength) beam, perhaps of a fundamental- (1.053 ym) or doubled- (0.527

pm) equivalent frequency not completely converted. Other experiments as well

as numerical modeling now show that a projected irradiance of -1012 W/cm2 is

sufficient to produce the observed features. If indeed the preheating arises from

laser beams, such heated zones would represent severe non-uniformities in the

beam profiles and could result in laser imprinting at the beginning of the main

pulse, thereby generating instabilities as mentioned earlier here and breakdown

of target integrity throughout. Also, excessive preheating of the low mass CH

surface adjacent to the aluminum layer could produce pressure differences to

further drive instabilities. It will be very interesting to obtain additional

measurements of the preheating pulse shape for a more exact modeling of the

effects.

The source of the energy for the observed target preheating remains under

investigation, as does the wavelength (i.e., fundamental, frequency doubled or

tripled), should it be associated with the OMEGA laser. The power of this target

technique in diagnosing a prepulse and the overall contrast with the main beam

when multiple beams are present is demonstrated. The fact that this preheating

began as a sudden event which may have subsided somewhat over time

indicates the importance of a thorough understanding and continuing

monitoring of the energy reaching the target, lest it reoccur randomly during

future experiments.
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FIGURE CA Pi-IONS

, ,

Fig. “1.Layout of the experin~ents. “TIM” refers to the ten-inch manipulator re-

entrant platform upon which one of the euv spectrographs was mounted.

Fig. 2. X-ray streak spectrum typical of those obtained for the first two shots in

the May 1998 and in previous campaigns, showing the expected sequence of Mg

XI (He-like) and Mg XII (H-like, Lyman series) resonance lines followed by

similar Al XL and Al XIII lines, from outel and inner layers, respectively.

Fig. 3. X-ray streak spectrum typical of those obtained after the first two shots in

the h4ay 1998 campaign, showing the early onset of aluminum lines from the

inner layer. This shows the dominance of Al XII (He-like) and Al XIII (H-like

Lylnan series) ~il~esfron~ tl~e inner layer at early tin~es.

Fig. 4. Logarithmic time history of euv emission in the 100-200 ~ wavelength

range. The data points shown and connected by a smooth curve were obtained

from various shots and striplines used in the N4ay1998 campaign, with

normalization between strips obtained from pointing shots taken with gold

targets. Corrections have been applied for film saturation. The -4 ns duration of

emission during the main pulse agrees with that of continuum emission in the x-

ray streak spectra (not readily apparent in the copy in Fig. 3), possibly even

including here (but not curve-fitted) a decrease over an interval of -0.5 ns at 3 m

from the onset of the main laser pulse.
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Fig. 5. Euv spectra obtaineci from t~vo adjacent blCP striplines ciuring the April

‘1?99 ca inpaiSn, indicatin~; some nlain en]ission as \\ellas absorption features.

Tile carbon emission is most likely associated with target surface v~porizat-ion.
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Fig. 1. Layout of the experiments. “TIM” refers to the ten-inch manipulator re-

entrant platform upon which one of the euv spectrographs was mounted.
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the May 1998 ad in previous campaigns, showing the expected sequcncc of N1g
Xl (He-like) and lfvlg XII (H-1ike, Lyman series) resonance lines fol[t)wui by

similar Al XII and Al Xill lines, from outer and inner layers, re.spectivelv.
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Fig. 4. Logarithmic time history of euv emission in the 100-200 ~ wavelength
range. The data points shown and connected by a smooth curve were obtained
from various shots and striplines used in the May 1998 campaign, with
normalization between strips obtained from pointing shots taken with gold
targets. Corrections have been applied for film saturation. The -4 ns duration of
emission during the main pulse agrees with that of continuum emission in the x-
ray streak spectra (not readily apparent in the copy in Fig. 3), possibly even
including here (but not curve-fitted) a decrease over an interval of -0.5 ns at 3 ns
from the onset of the main laser pulse.
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Fig. 5. Euv spectra obtained from two adjacent MCP striplines during the April
1999 campaign, indicating some main emission as well as absorption features.
The carbon emission is most likely associated with target surface vaporization.


